
Editorial

To Defeat Fascism,
You Must Call a Nazi a ‘Nazi’

As we continue to document for all those with the cour- United States, there is no way that the Congress, for
example, is going to take the actions required to save theage to hear, the Anglo-Dutch Liberal bankers, along with

the French Synarchists, who created the Nazis, have not U.S. economy, and nation, from being ripped to shreds.
EIR has observed well-meaning Congress people at-gone away. Some of those responsible for Hitler’s fas-

cism were prosecuted, but many were not. And now that tempting to grapple with the Emergency Recovery Act
of 2006, which LaRouche has put forward, and beingthe terminal crash of the financial system is in process,

they intend to take over again—this time, the whole extremely excited about the avenue of hope which such
a program represents. Yet, to the extent they are listeningworld.

It is in this context, that Lyndon LaRouche has in- to Rohatyn and his circles, they cannot act. For the shift
to LaRouche’s economic recovery measures requires asisted that the failure of leaders of the Democratic Party,

among others, to call Felix Rohatyn and his accomplices dramatic change in the axioms of government policy—
not the adoption of some technical economic program.Nazis, is a mortal danger to this republic. We quote a

recent statement by the 83-year-old LaRouche: And what is the difference in axioms? It should be
absolutely clear. Rohatyn and his Synarchist ilk are pro-“As the living survivors of my generation would re-

call today, Rohatyn has the credentials of one con- ceeding from the standpoint of bankers being in charge
of the economy, rather than any government, particularlysciously in the same tradition as the French and British

bankers, such as Montagu Norman’s Schacht, and the a republican government. They are enraged by the idea
of a government committed to the General Welfare, step-like, who created Hitler with the Bank for International

Settlements’ backing from 1931-1934 on. It was not the ping in to prevent looting by private interests, and, even
more terrifying, to provide the basis for upgrading theAdolf Hitler designed in the image of the Napoleon

Bonaparte created in the image of the anti-Semitic “inte- entire population. It was for this reason that Rohatyn, for
example, had a virtual rug-chewing fit, when Presidentgrist” Torquemada of the Martinist freemasonry’s

Joseph de Maistre, who created the circles of André Bill Clinton proposed in September 1998, that nations
get together to establish a “new financial architecture,”Meyer and Felix Rohatyn. It was those financier circles

of Anglo-Dutch Liberal, and Anglo-Dutch-allied Syn- that would lead to global prosperity. Private companies
should take responsibility for the world economy, in-archist connections, such as Lazard Frères and Banque

Worms, who created Hitler. It was they who created sisted Rohatyn, not governments.
In effect, what Rohatyn is saying, on behalf of all theHitler and his like as the expendable instruments in tem-

porary service of what are, still today, their presently Nazi financiers who have worked to take over the global
economy since Roosevelt’s death, is that they are deter-continuing, planetary strategic objectives.

“We of an older, and clearly wiser generation, did mined to eradicate the example, and methods, which
Franklin Delano Roosevelt used to defeat their kind innot let Nazis off the hook, as some leaders of the Congress

did in 1946 and later, by denouncing 1930s opponents of the Second World War. They say that FDR’s methods are
“not appropriate” today; they mean that FDR’s methodsfascism as ‘premature anti-fascists.’

“Implicitly, any influential figure who does not see represent a mortal threat to their self-appointed license
to rule.the genesis of Nazism in Rohatyn, is a potential accom-

plice in allowing the early accomplishment of the great- Lyndon LaRouche has the credentials of not only
having identified the threat of resurgent fascism since theest crimes against global humanity already in progress

today. They should stop being ‘Baby Boomers,’ and 1960s, but of having identified Rohatyn’s fascist charac-
ter by name from the early 1970s on. If you want to defeatchoose to become fully human, instead.”

Without moving to extirpate the influence and repu- fascism today, you have to work in collaboration with
Lyndon LaRouche.tation of Rohatyn from policy-making circles in the
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